Significant discrepancies have been found between interview-and questionnaire-based assessments of psychopathology; however, these studies have typically compared instruments with unmatched item content. The Eating Disorder Examination (EDE), a structured interview, and the questionnaire version of the EDE (EDE-Q) are considered the preeminent assessments of eating disorder symptoms and provide a unique opportunity to examine the concordance of interviewand questionnaire-based instruments with matched item content. The convergence of EDE and EDE-Q scores has been examined previously; however, past studies have been limited by small sample sizes and have not compared the convergence of scores across diagnostic groups. A metaanalysis of 16 studies was conducted to compare the convergence of EDE and EDE-Q scores across studies and diagnostic groups. With regard to the EDE and EDE-Q subscale scores, the overall correlation coefficient effect sizes ranged from .64 to .75. The overall Cohen's d effect sizes ranged from .31 to .59 with participants consistently scoring higher on the questionnaire. With regard to the items measuring behavior frequency, the overall correlation coefficient effect sizes ranged from .49 to .64 for binge eating and .84 to .89 for compensatory behaviors. The overall Cohen's d effect sizes ranged from -.14 to -.23, with participants reporting more binge eating on the interview in 70% of the studies. These results suggest that the interview and questionnaire assess similar constructs, but that the two instruments should not be used interchangeably. Additional research is needed to examine the inconsistencies between binge frequency scores on the two instruments.
Unfortunately, the EDE is lengthy to administer and requires significant amounts of assessor training. A questionnaire version of the EDE (EDE-Q) was developed to address these limitations by attempting to measure the same constructs as the EDE in a self-report questionnaire format (Fairburn & Beglin, 1994 . The EDE-Q includes the same items used to generate the four subscales and to determine the frequency of binge eating and compensatory behaviors. Additionally, the EDE-Q items are worded almost identically to those in the EDE. The primary difference between the EDE and EDE-Q is that the questionnaire is based only on a 28-day time period and the interview allows a trained assessor to clarify concepts and ask additional questions.
The psychometric properties of the EDE and EDE-Q have been examined in depth elsewhere (Berg, Peterson, Frazier, & Crow, 2010) . To summarize, with the exception of SBE frequency, scores on both instruments have demonstrated acceptable test-retest reliability (range of rs = .51 to .97; e.g., Grilo, Masheb, Lozano-Blanco, & Barry, 2004; Reas et al., 2006) and internal consistency (range of mean αs = .65 to .89; e.g., Grilo et al., 2009; Peterson et al., 2007) . Research also supports the inter-rater reliability of EDE scores (Grilo et al., 2004) . Additionally, both the EDE and EDE-Q have demonstrated the ability to distinguish between eating disorder and non-eating disorder cases (e.g., Cooper, Cooper, & Fairburn, 1989; Mond, Hay, Rodgers, Owen, & Beumont, 2004) and the subscale scores of these instruments correlate with scores on measures of similar constructs (e.g., Grilo, Masheb, & Wilson, 2001a; Loeb, Pike, Walsh, & Wilson, 1994) .
Convergence of Scores on the EDE and EDE-Q
As stated earlier, the EDE and EDE-Q use the same items to generate the Restraint, Eating Concern, Shape Concern, and Weight Concern subscales as well as to determine the frequency of binge eating and compensatory behaviors. Although researchers have compared scores on the two instruments (e.g., Binford, Le Grange, & Jellar, 2005; Fairburn & Beglin, 1994; Grilo, Masheb, & Wilson, 2001a) , there are important limitations to this body of literature. First, most of these studies have used correlations and significance testing to compare the two instruments. Unfortunately, correlations can only indicate whether there is a relationship between scores on two measures. These relationships may exist in the presence or absence of significant differences between mean scores on the two measures.
Significance testing is also limited because it is based on both the size of the effect and the size of the sample. Without a better understanding of the strength of the relationships and differences between scores on the interview and questionnaire, it is impossible to know whether the two instruments yield similar conclusions regarding symptom presentation. Second, most of the studies used small samples which limit the power as well as the generalizability of the results. Lastly, most of the published studies have compared the interview and questionnaire versions of the EDE in specific diagnostic groups (e.g., AN, BN), but none have compared the convergence of the two instruments across diagnostic groups.
The purpose of this study was to examine the concordance of interview-and questionnaire based instruments with matched item content by analyzing the convergence of scores on the EDE and EDE-Q using a meta-analytic strategy. Cohen's d (Cohen, 1988) effect sizes were calculated to compare mean scores across the EDE and EDE-Q and correlation coefficients were used to determine the overall strength of the relationship between EDE and EDE-Q scores across studies. Finally, a homogeneity analysis was conducted on both types of effect sizes to compare effect sizes across studies.
Method Literature Search Procedure and Study Eligibility
Between July, 2009 and July, 2010, multiple literature searches were conducted for published studies that assessed the convergence of EDE and EDE-Q scores using three major computer databases (i.e., MEDLINE, PsycINFO, PubMed) and reviewing reference lists from published journal articles and books. Search terms used included "Eating Disorder Examination" and "Eating Disorder Examination-Questionnaire." Studies were included that administered the EDE and EDE-Q at the same time point and assessed the convergence of scores on the EDE and EDE-Q using correlation coefficients or by comparing mean scores. The literature search was inclusive of studies that examined the convergence of scores for any of the four subscales (i.e., Restraint, Eating Concern, Shape Concern, or Weight Concern), binge eating (i.e., frequency of OBEs or SBEs), or compensatory behaviors (i.e., frequency of self-induced vomiting, laxative misuse, diuretic misuse, or excessive exercise). Studies were excluded if the research was published in a language other than English, if the study used a nontraditional administration of the instruments ii , or if translated (e.g., Becker et al., 2010; Grilo, Lozano, & Elder, 2005) , or child (e.g., Bryant-Waugh, Cooper, Taylor, & Lask, 1996) versions of the EDE or EDE-Q were used.
If an eligible study did not include means and standard deviations for the EDE and EDE-Q or if correlations between the EDE and EDE-Q were not reported, the first author attempted to contact the primary author to obtain these statistics. Of the three authors contacted, all three responded and provided data for three of the four studies that had missing data. An eligible study was excluded from the meta-analysis only if the statistics necessary to conduct the meta-analysis (e.g., means, standard deviations, correlation coefficients) were not reported or could not be obtained. If an eligible study was excluded from the meta-analysis using Cohen's d, it could have been used for the meta-analysis using correlation coefficients and vice versa.
Statistical Methods
The meta-analysis included three parts: 1) a meta-analysis examining the relationship between scores on the EDE and EDE-Q using correlation coefficient effect sizes, 2) a metaanalysis examining differences between mean scores on the EDE and EDE-Q using Cohen's d effect sizes, and 3) a homogeneity analysis to examine differences in effect sizes across diagnostic groups. Separate effect sizes were calculated for scores on each variable in each applicable subsample. For example, if a study reported correlations between EDE and EDE-Q scores for the frequency of OBEs and self-induced vomiting in both a BN sample and a community sample, separate effect sizes were calculated for the frequency of OBEs reported in the BN sample and in the community sample and for the frequency of self-induced vomiting in the BN sample and in the community sample.
Calculation of correlation coefficient effect sizes-Correlation coefficient effect sizes were calculated using the procedure and formulas detailed by Lipsey and Wilson (2001) . After all applicable correlation coefficients were identified, each correlation coefficient was standardized using Fisher's Z r transformation and then weighted by its inverse variance weight to adjust for sample size. Mean weighted correlation coefficient effect sizes (MWES Zr ) were calculated by dividing the sum of the weighted effect sizes by the sum of the inverse variance weights. The MWES Zr was calculated for each variable in ii One study was found that examined the convergence of the EDE and EDE-Q when the EDE was conducted by phone and the EDE-Q was administered online (Pretorius, Waller, Gowers, & Schmidt, 2009 ). As it is yet unclear how nontraditional administrations of the EDE and EDE-Q affect response patterns, this study was not included in the meta-analysis. each applicable subgroup (e.g., the subgroup of studies that reported correlations between EDE and EDE-Q scores on the Restraint subscale in AN samples) as well as the total MWES Zr for each variable across all studies (e.g., all studies that reported correlations between EDE and EDE-Q scores on the Restraint subscale). Each MWES Zr was then reverse transformed to MWES r . Finally, confidence intervals (CI) for each MWES r were calculated, first using MWES Zr and then reverse transformed from Z r to r.
Calculation of Cohen's d-The calculation for Cohen's d also followed the steps outlined by Lipsey and Wilson (2001 Homogeneity analysis-Meta-analytic techniques assume that all effect sizes used in the meta-analysis are estimated from the same population. A homogeneity analysis tests whether this assumption holds true. If the homogeneity assumption is rejected, the effect sizes are estimates of at least two populations. This type of analysis is of particular importance to this study as this meta-analysis purposefully included studies that sampled different populations (e.g., AN samples, community samples). Thus, the homogeneity assumption was tested for both the meta-analyses using correlation coefficients and Cohen's d to determine whether the means and the relationship between scores on the two instruments was similar across diagnostic groups.
The homogeneity assumption was tested using the Q-test which is distributed as a chi-square statistic. To account for both sampling error and variability in population effects, a random effects model was used (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001) . Given that the Q-test may have limited power to detect heterogeneity when the number of studies included in the meta-analysis is small, I 2 was also calculated because it is not sample-size dependent (Higgins & Thompson, 2002) . I 2 indicates the proportion of variability in effect sizes due to heterogeneity.
Results

Study Characteristics
Sixteen studies (Barnes, Masheb, White, & Grilo, in press; Binford et al., 2005; Black & Wilson, 1996; Carter, Aime, & Mills, 2001; de Zwaan et al., 2004; Fairburn & Beglin, 1994; Goldfein, Devlin, & Kamenetz, 2005; Grilo, Masheb, & Wilson, 2001a; Grilo, Masheb, & Wilson, 2001b; Kalarchian, Wilson, Brolin, & Bradley, 2000; Mond et al., 2004; Passi, Bryson, & Lock, 2003; Sysko, Walsh, & Fairburn, 2005; Sysko, Walsh, Schebendach, & Wilson, 2005; Wilfley, Schwartz, Spurrell, & Fairburn, 1997; Wolk, Loeb, & Walsh, 2005) were identified that met the inclusion and exclusion criteria described above. The diagnostic groups represented by the sixteen studies were as follows: AN (4), BN (3), combined AN and BN sample (1), EDNOS (1), Binge Eating Disorder (5), community sample (2), bariatric surgery patients (2), substance abusers (1). Three of the studies included adolescent samples (n = 111, mean age = 15.6) and 14 included adult samples (n = 1,173, mean age = 33.9). Of the 1,284 participants included in these studies, approximately 94% were female, and 62% were either treatment-seeking or enrolled in treatment during the study. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of each study.
Of the 16 studies included in the meta-analysis, 12 administered the EDE-Q prior to the EDE, one administered the EDE prior to the EDE-Q (Carter et al., 2001 ), two did not control the order of administration (de Zwaan et al., 2004; Sysko, Walsh, & Fairburn, 2005) , and one did not report on the order of administration (Sysko, Walsh, Schebendach, & Wilson, 2005) . The majority of the studies chose to administer the questionnaire prior to the interview rather than counterbalancing them because definitions of key variables are purposefully elaborated on during the interview. Two studies have found that administering the EDE-Q after the EDE results in higher correspondence between the two instruments than administering the interview after the questionnaire (Carter et al., 2001; Passi et al., 2003) . Because participants who completed the EDE-Q after the EDE would have received more comprehensive explanations of "binge eating" and "loss of control," these data support the hypothesis that giving respondents additional information regarding the definitions of key terminology may enhance the correspondence between the EDE and EDE-Q. Thus, it is likely that administering the interviewer prior to the questionnaire would bias the responses to the questionnaire whereas it is unlikely that administering the questionnaire first would bias scores on the interview (Fairburn & Beglin, 1993) .
Subscale Scores
Meta-analytic results for the behavior frequency items are reported in Tables 2 and 3 . The pattern of findings was consistent across the four subscales (Restraint, Eating Concern, Shape Concern, Weight Concern) and showed good convergence of scores on the subscales across the EDE and EDE-Q (r's = .68 to .76) but small to medium differences in means (Cohen's d's = .31 to .62). Participants scored higher on the EDE-Q than the EDE on all four subscales (see Tables 2 and 3) .
With regard to the meta-analysis using correlation coefficients, the Q-test did not reach statistical significance for any of the subscales suggesting that the variability in effect sizes did not exceed what would be expected given errors in sampling. However, for the Eating Concern, Shape Concern, and Weight Concern subscales, I 2 ranged from 19% to 33%. In contrast, the I 2 for the Restraint subscale was 0%, indicating that all variability in effect sizes was due to sampling error. Similarly, with regard to the meta-analysis using Cohen's d, the Q-test did not reach significance for any of the subscales; however, I 2 ranged from 11% to 30% across the four subscales, indicating that a small amount of the variability in effect sizes was due to heterogeneity.
Behavior Frequency Items
Meta-analytic results for the behavior frequency items are reported in Tables 4 and 5 . The results demonstrated lower convergence of EDE and EDE-Q scores for the items that measure the frequency of OBEs and SBE's (r's = .55 and .37, respectively) as well as small differences in mean scores (d's = -.16 and -.22, respectively). On these scales, participants scored higher on the EDE than on the EDE-Q.
There was strong convergence on EDE and EDE-Q scores for items that measure the frequency of self-induced vomiting (r = .90) and laxative misuse (r = .92). However, because only two studies (Carter et al., 2001; Wolk et al., 2005) reported the means and standard deviations for self-induced vomiting and laxative misuse, a meta-analysis using Cohen's d was considered inappropriate. The d's in these studies ranged from -.35 to .09.
Only two studies reported data on compensatory behaviors other than self-induced vomiting and laxative misuse (Carter et al., 2001; Wolk et al., 2005) . Of these, one compared the frequency of diuretic misuse reported on the EDE and EDE-Q (d = .01; Carter et al., 2001) and the other compared the frequency of excessive exercise reported on the two instruments (d = .15; Wolk et al., 2005) . Again, the dearth of research precludes the use of meta-analysis to compare scores on the EDE and EDE-Q for these variables.
With regard to the meta-analysis using correlation coefficients, the Q-test did not reach statistical significance for any of the behavior frequency items. Additionally, the I 2 values of 0% for OBEs, SBEs, and laxative misuse suggest that variability in effect sizes were due to sampling error. In contrast, the I 2 of 20% for self-induced vomiting indicates that some of the variability in effect sizes was due to heterogeneity. Regarding the meta-analysis using Cohen's d, the Q-test did not reach statistical significance for either OBEs or SBEs. The I 2 value for OBEs (0%) also suggests that the variability in effect sizes was due to sampling error whereas the I 2 value for SBEs (19%) indicates that a small amount of the variability in effect sizes was due to between-group variability.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine the convergence of scores on interview-and questionnaire-based instruments using the domain of eating disorder assessment as an example. The interview and questionnaire versions of the EDE are nearly identical with regard to item content, item wording, and scoring, which provides a unique opportunity to examine differences in response patterns between interview-and questionnaire-based assessments of psychopathology. This is the first study to examine the convergence of scores on the interview and questionnaire versions of the EDE using meta-analysis. Given the small sample sizes used in most previous research in this area, meta-analysis is essential to understanding the generalizability of the results. Additionally, both meta-analysis using correlation coefficients and Cohen's d were used which allows for interpretation of both the relationship between scores on the two instruments and the size of the difference between mean scores on the two instruments. Finally, a homogeneity analysis was used to examine whether the degree of concordance between scores on the EDE and EDE-Q is consistent across different diagnostic groups.
The results from the meta-analysis provide support for the convergence of scores on the interview and questionnaire versions of the EDE. However, the degree of concordance varies, particularly for the Eating Concern, Shape Concern, and Weight Concern subscales and for the self-induced vomiting item. The results from the meta-analysis using Cohen's d effect sizes show that there are small to medium effects for the differences between mean scores on the EDE and EDE-Q for the Restraint subscale, Weight Concern subscale, and the frequency of OBEs and SBEs. Additionally, there were medium to large effect sizes for the differences between the EDE and EDE-Q for the Eating Concern and Shape Concern subscales. The effect sizes vary between studies for all four subscales and SBE frequency. In contrast, variability in effect sizes for OBE frequency was due entirely to sampling error. These findings have important clinical implications for the assessment of eating disorder symptoms, as discussed below.
Clinical Implications
Cognitive symptoms-The similarity between the EDE and EDE-Q with regard to item content provides a unique opportunity to compare response patterns between self-report and interview-based measures of psychopathology. With regard to the four subscales of the EDE and EDE-Q that measure cognitive symptoms of eating disorders, as mentioned, the results of the meta-analysis indicate that participants who report high levels of symptoms on one of the two instruments also report high levels of symptoms on the other. However, the results also demonstrate that participants consistently report higher levels of symptoms on the questionnaire version of the EDE than during the interview. These results imply that participants either over-report cognitive symptoms on the questionnaire or under-report these symptoms during the interview. It has been suggested that respondents may underreport their symptoms during interviews because of feelings of shame elicited by the loss of anonymity during face-to-face interviews (e.g., . This hypothesis has been supported by the findings that participants were more likely to endorse eating disorder symptoms under conditions that were characterized by higher perceived anonymity (e.g., using an unmatched count response format; Lavender & Anderson, 2009 ) and that questionnaire and interview scores were more similar when interviews were conducted via telephone rather than in person (Keel, Crow, Davis, & Mitchell, 2002) .
Alternatively, respondents may under-report their symptoms during interviews not because of shame, but because their symptoms are not perceived as problematic and they do not want treatment. There is empirical support for this theory as one study found that women who endorsed purging behavior on the questionnaire version of the EDE and subsequently denied this behavior during the interview were significantly less functionally impaired and distressed than women who endorsed purging behavior on both instruments (Mond, Hay, Rodger, & Owen, 2007) .
It should be noted that the studies described above used primarily community samples or non-treatment seeking samples. In contrast, most of the participants included in this metaanalysis were either seeking treatment or already enrolled in treatment. This consideration is important because research from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2; Butcher, Dahlstrom, Graham, Tellegen, & Kraemmer, 1989), a self-report questionnaire, has demonstrated that demoralization or distress can elevate scores on the Clinical Scales and the Infrequency Scale (F) over and above those typically observed in psychiatric samples (Arbisi & Ben-Porath, 1995; Sellbom, Ben-Porath, McNulty, Arbisi, & Graham, 2006) . Additionally, research on the concordance between interview-and questionnaire-based assessments of personality disorder symptoms found that high levels of depression were positively correlated with larger discrepancies between the two assessments (Zimmerman & Coryell, 1990) . Given that patients typically seek treatment when in distress, patients seeking treatment may over-report their symptoms on self-report questionnaires due to high levels of distress. Although one might argue that distress would also inflate participants' scores on interviews, semi-structured interviews such as the EDE provide anchors that assessors can use to make ratings, thereby decreasing the bias caused by participant distress (Wilson, 1993) .
Although subscale scores were higher on the EDE-Q than the EDE, it is notable that the difference between the two measures was greater for the Eating Concern and Shape Concern subscales than for the Restraint and Weight Concern subscales. This finding is particularly interesting given that the distinction between shape and weight on the EDE may not be empirically supported (e.g., Byrne, Allen, Lampard, Dove, & Fursland, 2010; Grilo et al., 2009) . It is possible that the variable responsible for higher scores on the EDE-Q (e.g., shame, distress, etc.) has a greater impact on the Eating Concern and Shape Concern subscales than on the Restraint or Weight Concern scales; however, further research is needed to examine this question.
Behavioral symptoms-The correlations between scores on the EDE and EDE-Q for the assessment of compensatory behavior frequency were very high (r's = 90 to .92) whereas the correlation between scores on the two instruments for the assessment of binge eating frequency were much lower (r's = .37 to .55). Thus, there is a stronger relationship between scores on the two instruments with regard to the assessment of compensatory behaviors than for the assessment of binge eating. Although there were only small differences between mean scores on the EDE and EDE-Q with regard to the assessment of OBEs and SBEs, these data do not necessarily support the convergence of scores on the EDE and EDE-Q for the assessment of binge eating frequency. As stated previously, the correlations between scores on the two instruments were lower for the assessment of binge eating frequency than for the assessment of compensatory behavior frequency or cognitive symptoms. Additionally, the range of Cohen's d effect sizes was large, ranging from -.58 to .26 for OBEs and -.57 to .17 for SBEs, indicating that participants did not consistently score higher on one instrument than the other. Thus, the small observed Cohen's d may be the result of an averaging out of positive and negative effect sizes. Overall, these data indicate that there are inconsistencies between the frequency of binge eating reported on the interview and questionnaire versions of the EDE that do not exist for the assessment of cognitive symptoms or the frequency of compensatory behaviors. This is problematic given that diagnoses of BN and BED require the presence of specific frequencies of binge eating.
It has been suggested that the inconsistencies between interview and questionnaire-based instruments used to assess binge eating frequency may be due to the vague, ambiguous definition of binge eating and that giving participants more information regarding the definitions of binge eating may increase the accuracy with which participants report these behaviors on self-report questionnaires such as the EDE-Q (Wilfley et al., 1997) . Based on this hypothesis, the Eating Disorder Examination-Questionnaire was modified to include definitions of a "large amount of food" and "loss of control." The limited amount of research on the Eating Disorder Examination-Questionnaire with Instructions (EDE-Q-I; Goldfein et al., 2005) has found that binge eating frequency scores on the EDE-Q-I correlate more strongly with the frequency of binge eating reported on the EDE than do scores on the original EDE-Q (Celio, Wilfley, Crow, Mitchell, & Walsh, 2004; Goldfein et al., 2005) .
Conclusions and Limitations
In sum, the results from this study generally support the convergence of scores on the interview and questionnaire versions of the EDE and suggest that the two instruments measure similar constructs. This support is strongest for the Restraint, Eating Concern, Shape Concern, and Weight Concern subscales as well as for the assessment of self-induced vomiting and laxative misuse. These data provide more limited support for the convergence of scores on interview-and questionnaire-based assessments of binge eating frequency. Additionally, the results suggest that there may be differences in the amount of concordance between interview-and questionnaire-based instruments depending on the type of sample being used and the symptom being assessed.
Clinically, these results suggest that both the interview and questionnaire versions of the EDE can be used to assess the cognitive and behavioral symptoms of eating disorders. However, given the inconsistencies between the frequency of binge eating reported on the EDE and EDE-Q, these data do not support using the two instruments interchangeably as differences in symptom levels between the two instruments may be erroneously attributed to factors such as time or treatment condition when they should in fact be attributed to differences in the modality of the assessment.
This study has several strengths. The interview and questionnaire versions of the EDE are nearly identical with regard to item content, item wording, and scoring, which provides a unique opportunity to examine differences in response patterns between interview-and questionnaire-based assessments of psychopathology. Second, this is the first study to examine the convergence of scores on the interview and questionnaire versions of the EDE using meta-analysis. Given the small sample sizes used in most previous research in this area, meta-analysis is essential to understanding the generalizability of the results. Additionally, both meta-analysis using correlation coefficients and Cohen's d were used which allows for interpretation of both the relationship between scores on the two instruments and the size of the difference between mean scores on the two instruments. Third, a homogeneity analysis was used to examine whether the degree of concordance between scores on the EDE and EDE-Q is consistent across different diagnostic groups.
This study also had several limitations. First, there are important limitations to the studies that were included in the meta-analysis. Overall, there is a dearth of research on the relationship between the EDE and EDE-Q for participants with BN and EDNOS, males, adolescents, and for the assessment of compensatory behavior frequency. It is also notable that 75% of the studies purposefully chose not to counterbalance the administration of the EDE and EDE-Q and administered the questionnaire first. As mentioned earlier, the rationale for this decision is that, because the EDE provides detailed definitions of key variables, the interview is more likely to bias responses on the questionnaire than vice versa (Fairburn & Beglin, 1993) . We were unable to statistically examine or control for the order of administration in the current meta-analysis because of lack of power. The one study that administered the interview first was the only study to consistently find higher susbscale scores on the EDE than the EDE-Q (Carter et al., 2001 ). However, given that the sample size was one, it is unclear whether this finding was due to ordering effects or simply chance.
Second, although the EDE and EDE-Q are well regarded measures of eating disorder pathology, they are not without flaws. For example, there is a lack of data supporting the original factor structure of the EDE and EDE-Q (Berg et al., manuscript accepted for publication). The lower test-retest reliability and internal consistency of the scores on some of the subscales also place constraints on the extent to which the EDE and EDE-Q can correlate.
Finally, there are also limitations to the meta-analysis itself. First, this study does not provide information regarding the convergence of individual symptom profiles between the EDE and EDE-Q and future researchers may consider examining whether these measures arrive at similar diagnostic conclusions. Additionally, the results from the meta-analysis can only be used to describe the relationship between the two instruments. These data do not provide evidence as to the cause of the differences between the EDE and EDE-Q; thus, specific recommendations regarding which assessment tool is preferable and whether one instrument may be preferable for use in certain samples or under certain circumstances can only be made pending additional research. Future research should continue to explore whether self-report questionnaires over-estimate symptom levels or whether interview-based assessments under-estimate symptom levels. Researchers may find that both over-reporting and under-reporting occur, in which case it may be important to understand both the assessment conditions and participant variables that contribute to both. .
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Meta Note. CI = confidence interval; ES = effect size; LL = Lower limit; UL = upper limit; EDNOS: Eating Disorder Not Otherwise Specified.
